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Hi, I’m so glad you are here, we were waiting for you to arrive. 

We’ve prepared something special for you today. Would you 
like to know what it is?

It’s that pleasure that only romance can give, wrapped in an 
electric and penetrating blue, tasty as fruit.

Also that still green flavor of youth, that you roll around your 
fingers, getting dirty but not caring. 

Today, you will cut through the middle of that limiting CAREFUL 
sign, red and pulsating, because today you can. 

You will see the glass half full, full of that splendid yellow gleam 
that makes you ignore all bitterness. 

Do you know that sweetness you thought you had forgotten? It 
will come back and stick to you, making life pink again.

When you leave, you will take with younthose film memories, 
precious as amethysts, sweet and soft. 

Oh, and you know that tightness in your chest, that weight on 
your breath that keeps you from sleeping at night? It will be 
gone so soon. 

And tomorrow a new day will rise with all the freshness of a blue 
sky, as if it were right there, in your mouth.

Enjoy. It’s all yours.

Renan Archer, 

curator of Fruits of Labor (para o seu prazer).
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“O que um corpo é obrigado a fazer”, 2022, glazed ceramic, soil, anthurium, aquarium rocks.
50x50x50cm
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“Cheetos Lua”, 2022, glazed ceramic plate
25x25cm

“Wimi”, 2022, glazed ceramic plate
25x25cm
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artist statement by 
Larissa Barddal Fantini

   Fruits of Labor (para seu prazer) is a 
project which began upon my return to Brazil after 14 years 

away. 

It is a project which looks at space: What is domestic and 
commercial? What spaces do we live in? What spaces do we 
merely transit? Which spaces do we brand as important? 
Which spaces brand us?

 Starting in 2018 while I was an artist in residence at 
SOMA galeria, where I shared the residency space with Uru-
guayan artist Silvina Rodriguez and we found a common fas-
cination with painting and cataloging supermarket brands. 
For me it was a continuation of my ceramic research stem-
ming from my tiles in the Grass is Greener series from the 
previous year. For Silvina it was a part of her Souvenir proj-
ect where she creates unlikely tourist trinkets for the places 
she visits. Our shared project, dubbed Janta®, picked from 
the common interest of visual absorption and symbology 
as ways of identifying a place and who we are when in it, we 
immersed ourselves in a 12 hour dinner production. Painted 
plates served as support on which each guest could arrange, 
based on personal preference, colorful abstraction intercut 
with slices of branding. Logos dotted the table, a visual col-
lage which blended the public and domestic, the perishable 
and the permanent. Remnants of this dinner were shown at 
SOMA Galeria in March of 2018 and later reconfigured and 
installed at Casa Viva in São Paulo. 
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from the Janta® series: 
“Aquafresh! Salsicha! Colgate!” 2018, installation: Sausages, acrylic paint, watercolor paper
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 In 2021 I was invited to expand upon the Janta® project 
by SOMA galerist Malu Meyer. The exhibition, which would 
become Fruits of Labor, was offered as a way to inaugu-
rate the new gallery space which now occupies a modernist 
house from 1962. Talking with the gallery and curator Renan 
Archer, I decided to occupy a room adjacent to the kitchen 
with over one hundred pieces which when seen together an-
swer no questions and ask more. It is as it is.

 It is a tableau of domesticity and daily life, except the 
volume is turned up too loud. A family history told in the 
form of a grocery list. It is buying flowers because you know 
you will have guests over for dinner. 

 The brands which were originally confined under glaze 
to plates now lay atop fruit. Artificial grass, cut and painted 
so as to look burned, serve as tablecloths and plinths. Body 
containers hold bunches of ceramic flowers. The plates hang 
on the walls just as they do in our grandmothers’ homes. All 
is routine. All is familiar. All is home. All is autobiographical 
for those who share slices of the same biography and all is 
self portrait for those who share the same favorite flavor of 
Cheetos. 

       Larissa Barddal Fantini
Curitiba, 2022
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from the Janta® series: 
“O doce tempero da vida” 2018 , installation: 
unglazed ceramics, acrylic paint, lilies, glass vase, 
food coloring, vintage wooden support
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Detail : “Quanto mais você explica, mais eu não entendo®️”, 2022, artificial grass, oil bar and oil paint
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      Sweet and soft, it begins 
as a dream. One day you wake up and poof, you want to be some-
one. The only nuisance that we accept with open hands and a 
smile on our faces, like that little pink candy that you haven’t tast-
ed in ages. Oh, how delicious it is!  

afterword by 
Renan Archer, 
writer and curator

39
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It comes with a wrapper like you’ve never seen before! 
Marsala screams, Monet pink breakdowns, Curitiba grey hatred, 
New blue sapphire tears and so much more. For your pleasure! 

It makes you eat it with your eyes, right?! 

All enclosed in pure carboximetilcellulose, so it can stick and last 
for a long long time…

Where does this delicious desire, which will inevitably become 
a torment, come from? If you are there, reading with your hands 
behind your back, furrowing your brows and not knowing… Well, I 
don’t know either. I am asking you after all.

Larissa seems to know. Look at her. If you can’t right now then pull 
out your phone and look her up. Maybe you’ve seen her around, 
even if you didn’t know it— but if you have bumped into her then 
you have seen her, because mean seriously… But I believe that she 
has learned that trying to answer questions is a waste of time or 
simply passé.  

Oh, the view from up here is so beautiful. It’s so wonderful to have 
the recognition you’ve always dreamt of, right? So delicious when 
you reap what you sow, shine when you polish, eat when you are 
hungry, dream because you sleep. 

Well, we leave this capitalist utopia from the history books for 
the plastic fruit on grandma’s dining room table, for the hours of 
watching It’s a Wonderful Life on a hot Brazilian Christmas Day. 

For now, we should do as Larissa, transforming those things you 
dream of buying into that fancy china we use to serve our food; in 
order to impress our guests. It turned out lovely, didn’t it?

Renan Archer, curator
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